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On the nature of women and the burden of performance.
RedPillDad | 16 March, 2020 | by RP McMurphy

Allow me to start with a trip down memory lane:
When we were boys–for those of us were lucky enough to grow up near rivers or lakes or the sea–going
out on the water was a truly wondrous, mystical experience.
We’d reach our hands down over the side of the boat, dipping water into our palms and watching it flow
back in tiny streams onto the surface. We’d pull fish from the depths below, cranking our reels with giddy
squeals as the slippery thing at last came up and out of the water, into our father’s net. And our
imaginations were alive with the infinite possibilities of the depths below–how many treasures did this
new world hold and what could a man do to hold them?
But our fathers never let us forget: the sea is beautiful, but fantastically dangerous. A man can be thrown
overboard and freeze or drown so fast no one would even notice, and the water wouldn’t say a thing as it
lapped gently against the sides of an empty boat.
So we wear life vests, have whistles and horns to alert nearby boaters if something goes wrong, and we
look out for others, because we know that even with all the safety equipment, on the water, things can still
go wrong.

If your father ever taught you much about women, perhaps he told you a similar story…
More likely, however, he didn’t. Mine didn’t.
And if I had to guess, there are a lot of guys out there like me who had perfectly good fathers (in every
other respect) who never really taught us about women in the way they taught us about the sea, hunting,
fishing, cars, sports, etc.
Because the tacit assumption is that guys kinda figure it out for themselves. When we were old enough,
we’d see women and discover their magic; we’d grow through our first loves in high school, get our
hearts broken even as we broke them, but eventually we’d find the right one and that would be that. It
would all sort itself out in the end.
And in our fathers’ defense, this used to be mostly true. It’s only been in recent years–maybe the last
10-15–where we’ve seen the true disintegration of the SMP. It’s not that men and women are so much
different than they were in the past, but the framework that held things together is basically gone: women
don’t need men to provide resources and are explicitly encouraged not to have children, and marriage for
men is a huge life/financial risk with very few benefits compared with serial monogamy or plate spinning.
When you combine these facts with a loss of place and community, along with a society that is less
inclined toward religious or civil organizations, men are now exposed to the capricious whims of female
sexuality in a way we haven’t seen for millennia–if ever.
And what happens in such a society? Great tweet awhile back from my friend Magnum; apparently
Rousseau, the great French philosopher, thought about this long ago:

"unless women were domesticated and constrained by modesty and shame…men would be
tyrannized by womenâ�¦ For, given the ease with which women arouse men's sensesâ��men
would finally be their victimsâ�¦"
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Rousseau writing in 1762, "book V", Emile, p. 359

The ancients knew…
— Magnum (@magnumlivelarge) March 5, 2020

Not sure if I like the word “tyrannized” to describe where we’re at now, because it strips men of agency
and responsibility for our circumstances, but otherwise Rousseau is imagining a society very similar to
the one we live in now.
For today’s women, by and large, are not domesticated (nor, too be honest, are most men, if we define
domestication as adhering to sociocultural norms intended to stabilize the home, family, and larger
society), nor are they constrained by modesty and shame. On the contrary, provided ubiquitous access to
cameras and platfroms like IG, Tik-Tok, and others, many, if not most women have become self-
publishing soft core pornographers, posing with their asses in the air or wearing scantily clad bikinis or
semi nude in their bedrooms making duck lips–those bored ass eyes, sexy and yet soulless. And while this
isn’t the case for all women, many rack up astronomical n-counts, going from man to man with the same
ease and devil-may-care attitude as one selects fruit from a grocery store.
Again, I wouldn’t describe modern day women as tyrants–but they are dangerous in the sense that men, to
them, are essentially disposable and easily replaceable. Sure, they still want male attention and sometimes
dick–especially if it’s good dick–but with swipe dating they can have it anytime they want and the allure
of sampling the next man for novelty’s sake often trumps maintaining a relationship with the last one.
I say dangerous because the infrastructure that encourages men to become romantics is still in place:
we’re taught by novels and television and movies to pine after “the one”–that one special girl who’s
beautiful and different and once we meet her everything will be wonderful because she’ll love us purely
for who we are deep down.
Wrong. And unless you were lucky, your father probably didn’t disabuse you of this notion.
And no one’s immune.
Look at what’s happened to Prince Harry since meeting Megan Markle. He’s bent over backward to do
whatever she’s wanted, up to and including giving up his title as Prince! Like so many men, Harry sees
these acts as genuine gestures of love and affection–but guess how she sees them?
Weakness.
And I want to be clear: we shouldn’t blame women for acting this way–this is how they’ve evolved. A
chief who falls in love with a woman in the tribe to the point where he throws away his status and power
to defer to her every whim is going to get his tribe killed. So naturally, when women see men behave this
way, it’s a massive turn off.
However, if you don’t understand this–or didn’t until recently–it’s most likely not your fault. This is the
crux of the red pill: a view of the world, not as we would like or are taught it should be, but as it actually
is.
OK, RPD, cut to the fucking chase man: what are you banging on about?

The Burden of Performance

The bottom line is that any man in any relationship has some burden of performance (again, I’ll credit
Magnum as he was the first I’ve heard use the phrase).
Sometimes it’s fairly simple: for example, prostitution–man pays (burden of performance), woman
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rewards with sex.
The longer the relationship, the more complicated and varied this burden becomes–but it always exists.
Game itself is an example of this. We are showing the woman that we are high value men (or at least
mimicking the behavior of high value men): that we are socially competent, understand the secret society,
and know how to make sex happen–and hopefully, are good at it. This is what good game conveys.
Financial success and fitness are other examples of how men fulfill this burden. Having a fun, attractive
lifestyle is another. Being a leader, being dominant, being solid and stoic–all ways we can carry this
burden of performance.
And yes, of course, women have a burden too–unfortunately (or maybe fortunately for those of us who
are players), it’s become extremely reductive in modern society: be attractive (enough) and give sex.
That’s basically it, and as many players have noted, this seems to be the only thing most women today are
capable of providing. Maybe why I get so excited when I come home after a girl spends the night to find
my bed made or my apartment tidied up.
What most women don’t understand, however, is that if this is all she brings to the table, it’s almost never
going to be enough to earn long term commitment from a high quality man who’s successful with
women.
However, it IS enough to earn commitment from lower quality men, or high quality men who don’t
understand the nature of women. And for those guys, women can be very dangerous. Some of us know
this from experience.
Apologize, because this has become a little rambling, but here are the takeaways:

We should have compassion for that latter set of men–the guys who don’t understand women or the1.
fact they have a burden to perform. Yes, sometimes these guys get irrationally angry, but when you
get screwed as it relates to love, money, and children, it’s understandable–especially when they
weren’t given the knowledge to navigate the modern world of women and relationships.
We shouldn’t blame women for expecting us to perform. That’s the way it goes–the way it’s2.
always been and the way it will always be. Instead, we need to understand the ways we can fulfill
this burden, and identify what’s expected depending on the nature of each particular relationship.

In any case–I’m mostly stuck inside because of this damn virus (I don’t have it as far as I know, but
basically everything is shut down so even if I wanted to go somewhere, it’s not much of an option), so I’ll
be using this time to write and put out more posts. If you have any questions or topics you want me to
tackle, hit me up in the comments or on Twitter.
Stay safe out there fellas!
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